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Abstract. This paper presents a typical replicated application in a distributed system. The application was developed on top of Transis, a reliable and efficient transport layer protocol. The basic properties of the protocol and the advantages of using Transis as the transport layer are discussed. The algorithms used in this application can lead to better solutions in the area of distributed transaction systems and replicated databases.

1 Introduction

The reliability and availability of loosely coupled distributed systems is becoming a requirement for many computer systems. One of the main infrastructure services is a distributed database. This paper addresses some aspects of information dissemination within such a service in a dynamic loosely coupled environment.

We chose to tackle this complex problem by studying a particular application. The application we focus on is a Replicated Mail Service. In our design of this service, the database of messages is replicated among several mail servers. Each client can send mail, read it or delete it only when it can connect to one of the servers. A distributed transaction mechanism is used to ensure the eventual consistency of the replicated service.

The Transis project, currently under development at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, was designed to supply reliable and efficient transport layer services for distributed systems. Transis provides fast and reliable message multicast between all currently connected processors, (despite a possible unreliability of the network). Transis offers several service levels for message ordering, which is a key primitive in managing concurrency in distributed computing. Transis achieves good performance by using the network's basic unreliable broadcast service, it recovers messages that were lost due to omission faults, and it handles processor crashes and dynamic partitions of the network. The Replicated Mail Service presented in this paper utilizes the ability of Transis to keep track of the current membership of connected processors and to efficiently disseminate messages among these processors.

One can approach the consistency problem using the traditional two-phase-commit method. Unfortunately, this will introduce difficulties whenever a connection is unavailable. In many application domains this method is not feasible, since blocking or transaction aborting is not acceptable as a legitimate solution in
these domains. Other traditional methods (listed later) impose rigid constraints on the solution.

The main property of our solution is the guarantee that if an eventual path between the source and the target exists, the information will reach the target. By eventual path we don't mean a continuous connection, but rather that pairs of processors along the path were connected at successive periods of time. For each of the processors, the algorithm implicitly builds its knowledge about the status of each message at other processors. This knowledge enables us to efficiently handle all the mail services.

We suggest that the methods used to build this mail service can lead to better solutions in the area of distributed transaction systems and replicated databases.

Related Work

A lot of work has been done in the area of distributed and replicated databases. Two-phase-commit-like protocols [12] are the main tool for providing a consistent view in a distributed database system over an unreliable network. In a typical protocol, such as this kind, the transaction coordinator sends a request to prepare to commit to all the participant processors. Each processor answers by a "ready to commit" or an "abort" message. If any processor suggests to abort, all processors abort. The transaction coordinator collects all responses and informs the processors to either commit or abort. Between the two phases, each processor keeps the local database locked, waiting for the final word from the transaction coordinator. The main drawback of such a protocol is that when the transaction coordinator fails, all processors may be left blocked and can't resolve the last transaction. Moreover, when a partition occurs, the lack of dynamic replication forces many distributed transactions to abort.

There are many protocols that optimize specific cases [19]. For example, in a fully replicated database, achieving a quorum is enough to resolve the transaction [21]. Some solutions limit the transactional model to commutative transactions. Others give special weight to a specific processor or to a specific transaction [20]. Explicit use of timestamps enables others [1] to overcome the difficulty.

More advanced solutions define the quorum adaptively. When a partition occurs, if a majority of the previous quorum is connected, a new and smaller quorum is established and updates can be performed within this partition [10, 11]. The advantage of these methods is that in many cases, when faults occur and even if the network splits into two, the larger partition can perform updates. The drawback is that there can be situations where almost all of the processors are connected, but cannot perform updates, because of the potential existence of a previous surviving quorum among the processors that are currently down.

Communication mechanisms are central to any distributed transaction system. Today, distributed and replicated database systems are built using point-to-point communication mechanisms, such as TCP/IP, DECNET, ISO and SNA. These mechanisms provide reliable point-to-point message passing between live and connected processors. These mechanisms do not make efficient use of the
hardware capabilities. In particular, the broadcast or multicast mechanisms are not used. A distributed or replicated database system is a classic candidate for using these mechanisms, since each update message is sent to multiple destinations.

In addition, a replicated database system requires a global order on the update transactions. When point-to-point communication mechanisms are used, the message ordering must be determined above the communication layer. Group communication services that utilize broadcast or multicast mechanisms can lead to simpler and more efficient solutions.

One of the leading systems in the area of group communication is the ISIS system [3]. The novelty of ISIS is in the formal and rigorous definition of the service interface. Moreover, ISIS utilizes algorithms that are formally proven to have certain needed properties [6] such as virtual synchrony.

The Trance and Totem protocols [3, 17] for ordered multicast utilize the broadcast capability of the network. These protocols spare the need of separate send operations and acknowledgment management for each of the destinations. Similar approaches can be found in the Sync protocol [18], in the Amoeba system [13], in Delta-4 [22], and in the Chang and Maxemchuk protocol [7].

The above systems and protocols are leading the way for better usage of the hardware capabilities, where certain data replication is needed in an environment which is built as a collection of several local area networks.

Membership maintenance is necessary for developing a broadcast or a multicast protocol for group ordered communication. When a point-to-point communication mechanism is used between two parties, the management of ordering messages and acknowledgments is easy. Each processor knows which messages it received, acknowledged, or sent, and for which messages it received an acknowledgment from the other party. When a broadcast communication mechanism is used, a second level of knowledge is needed to determine which messages were received by which processors, which processors are currently connected, and what is the global message order. A good membership algorithm provides this knowledge, even in the presence of processor crashes, processors recovery, network partitions and merges, and booting of new processors.

It is a known fact [13, 8] that the membership problem in a dynamic asynchronous environment, when faults may exist, is unsolvable. The problem is the inability to distinguish between a slow machine and one that has crashed. A number of approaches to bypassing this obstruction exist [1]. In practical asynchronous systems it is often preferable to give up on a slow machine, rather than get stuck in waiting.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The next section describes the Transis environment. The third section describes the Replicated Mail Service application. This section specifies the requirements from the replication protocol and the interface presented to the client. It also describes the conceptual solution. The detailed algorithm of the Replicated Mail Server can be found in Section four. Section five compares the designed solution with other strategies, with and without Transis. Section six concludes the paper.
2 The Transis Environment

The Transis System [1, 2] is currently under development at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. The Transis domain consists of a set of processors that can communicate via multicast messages.

Processes in the Transis environment use group communication mechanisms in order to send and receive ordered messages. The three service levels for group communication in Transis are:

The **Causal multicast service** disseminates messages among the process group such that causal order of delivery is preserved. Motivated by Lamport's definition of order of events in a distributed system ([16]), the causal order of message delivery is defined as the transitive closure of:

1. \( m \xrightarrow{f \leq g} m' \) if \( \text{receive}_q(m) \rightarrow \text{send}_q(m') \)
2. \( m \xrightarrow{f \leq g} m' \) if \( \text{send}_q(m) \rightarrow \text{send}_q(m') \)

The **Agreed multicast service** disseminates messages among the process group such that total order of delivery is achieved. This order is consistent with the causal order. Moreover, it is consistent over overlapping groups. Transis utilizes two different algorithms to implement this service efficiently [3, 9].

The **Safe multicast service** delivers the messages in the same order as the Agreed multicast service. A message is delivered only after it was received by all the processors in the currently installed membership.

Transis actually guarantees a stronger property for Safe multicast: a Safe message sent by processor \( p \) will be delivered at \( q \) that doesn't fail, if at the time of delivery of the message at \( p, q \) is in \( p \)'s membership.

The environment is dynamic, processors can crash and restart, and the network can partition and reconnect. The membership protocol of Transis automatically maintains the membership of connected processors, which is necessary for constructing fault-tolerant distributed applications.

The membership protocol guarantees virtual synchrony. It is symmetric and does not disturb the regular flow of messages. The protocol does not allow indefinite blocking of processors, but may rarely remove from the membership live (but inactive) processors unjustly. This is the price that must be paid for maintaining the membership in consensus among all the active processors in an asynchronous environment without blocking. In addition, if a processor is inadvertently taken out of the membership, it can rejoin immediately.

The greatest challenge Transis handles is partitioning and merging. They can be handled because of the symmetric design. All previous membership algorithms deal with the joining of single processors only. Moreover, most systems do not continue execution during network partitioning. However, partitions do occur, especially when the network includes bridging elements. The communication layer must continue to provide service to the application, as well as accurate information about the status of the system, even when the network configuration dynamically changes. The complete merging of partitioned histories is application dependent and therefore is not handled by Transis.
3 A Replicated Mail Service

In this Replicated Mail Service application, we make use of the information supplied by the safe messages and the configuration change messages provided by Transis, in order to complete the merging of partitioned histories for our specific needs.

We rely on Transis to efficiently disseminate messages among the currently connected processors and to manage the group membership. Therefore, we do not need to explicitly handle the sending of acknowledgments, message omissions, and processor faults.

3.1 The Requirement from the Replication Protocol

An Eventual Path exists between servers \( S_0 \) and \( S_n \) within the time frame \([t, t']\) if there is a sequence of servers \( S_0, S_1, ..., S_n \) and a sequence of time indicators \( t_0, t_1, ..., t_n \) such that

- \( t \leq t_0 \) and \( t_n \leq t' \).
- for each \( 0 \leq i < n, t_i < t_{i+1} \).
- for each time \( t_i \), a possible message sent by \( S_i \) to \( S_{i+1} \) at time \( t_i \) can be delivered at \( S_{i+1} \) by time \( t_{i+1} \).

The requirement for the replication protocol is the following: A high priority message sent by a server \( S_0 \) at time \( t \) will reach the server \( S_n \) by time \( t' \) if there exists an Eventual Path between \( S_0 \) and \( S_n \) within the time frame \([t, t']\). Note that the definition is carefully stated for a specific message, whereas if the connection duration allows, all pending messages will be delivered.

3.2 An Interface Specification of the Client

The specifications below define the interface between a mail client and a mail server.

Connect-to-server request must be invoked by the client before it can perform any other request. The client must specify one of the working servers in its partition to which it wants to be connected. The client can also invoke this request when it wants to change to another server, if the previous one did not respond.

Send-mail request is invoked when the client wants to send a message.

Query-mail request is invoked when the client wants to obtain its list of messages. The list also indicates whether each message was already read by that client.

Read-mail request is invoked when the client wants to read one of its messages.

Delete-mail request is invoked when the client wants to delete one of its messages.
3.3 A Conceptual Solution

The architecture of the Replicated Mail Service is presented in Figure 1. Each processor runs the Transis demon as a process. In addition, each processor that is part of the Replicated Mail Service runs the mail server as a process. All the client processes (i.e., mail users) and all the server processes are connected to the local Transis demon. Each client process can logically connect to one of the mail servers currently running in its partition. The basic concept behind the solution is to have a process group containing all the mail servers.

Each request from a client process to one of the mail servers that changes the message database creates an update message (i.e., a transaction). This update message is then multicast via Transis to all the currently connected servers. Since Transis provides a reliable communication service in the sense that omission faults are recovered, there is no need to manage acknowledgments inside the currently connected group of servers. There is a need, however, to transmit those update messages within a configuration after partitioned or failed processors that do not have those messages join the configuration.

It is important to emphasize that after reaching a second level of knowledge about the state of the message database among the servers in the current configuration, knowledge from servers which are not part of the current configuration
can be introduced only after a merge occurs.

4 The Algorithm

The basic idea is to order update messages (i.e., transactions) according to a Lamport timestamp [16] which is stamped by the transaction initiator (i.e., one of the Replicated Mail Servers) at the time of creation. When two transactions are stamped with the same Lamport timestamp, they are ordered according to the initiator’s server ID. The protocol completes this order to a global total order that is consistent among the servers. This order preserves causality.

Each server tags all the received transactions. Each transaction can be marked with one of three colors:

- white: A white transaction is stable and ordered. A transaction $T$ is stable at server $p$ if $p$ knows that all of its targets received it and put it on disk. A transaction $T$ is ordered at $p$ if $p$ knows that no transaction that will be received by $p$ in the future will be ordered prior to $T$. The above order is consistent among all servers. Note that, since $T$ is stable at $p$, $p$ does not need to explicitly keep $T$ because no other server will ask for it. If $T$ is already invoked at $p$, $p$ can discard it.
- green: A green transaction is ordered but is not locally stable.
- red: A red transaction is neither ordered nor stable (yet).

All the white transactions precede the green transactions and the red transactions in the order and define the white zone. All the green transactions precede the red transactions in the order and define the green zone. Similarly, the red transactions define the red zone. The protocol places the separating lines among the transactions according to their colors consistently. A transaction can be tagged by different colors at different servers.

The stable database contains all the transactions in the white zone and the green zone. The red zone is the zone of uncertainty. All the transactions in the red zone are relatively ordered among themselves. Moreover, there are no causal holes in the red zone. However, there is a possibility that a new transaction, invoked at some other processors, will have to be placed anywhere in this zone. All the transactions in the green zone and in the red zone have to be retained in case of a need for retransmission.

Each transaction contains piggybacked information that helps determine the order and the stability of previous transactions, to the best of the transaction initiator’s knowledge. Based on this knowledge, transactions can change colors (i.e., from red to green and from green to white). The structure of the three transaction zones is presented in Figure 2.

New transactions are disseminated throughout the currently connected servers (i.e., the membership). Transis assures that all the connected servers will receive these transactions. In case of a membership change in the configuration of connected servers, Transis assures that the Virtual Synchronous property ([6, 1]) will hold. Using this property, the servers of the new membership exchange messages
containing information about transactions in their local zones. If they remain connected, each processor knows exactly which of the processors have received which transactions. They can now deterministically determine which processor will retransmit which transaction (in case retransmissions are needed).

4.1 The Data Structure

Each Replicated Mail Server maintains the following data structures:

Server.id is the unique id of this instance of the Replicated Mail Server.

Servers is the data structure which contains the current membership of connected servers in the partition of this instance of the Replicated Mail Server.

List is the data structure in which all the mail messages and other update messages are stored. The messages are stored according to the structure of the three transaction zones, The List has an up-to-date backup on disk.

Last.LTS is a vector which contains, for each server, the highest Lamport timestamp of all received messages initiated by that server. The Last.LTS vector has an up-to-date backup on disk.

Last.ARU is a vector which contains for each of the servers, the highest Lamport timestamp of a message in that server’s green zone (i.e. the green line in that server). The Last.ARU vector has an up-to-date backup on disk. ARU is an acronym meaning “All Received Upto”, i.e. this instance knows that that server has, at least, all the messages that are stamped with a Lamport timestamp no greater than the corresponding Last.ARU entry.

Note that the particular entry Last.ARU[Server.id] corresponds to the green line in this instance of the Replicated Mail Server.

LTS is the highest Lamport timestamp received or initiated by this instance of the Replicated Mail Server. It is also the red line of this instance.

ARU is the Lowest entry of Last.ARU. This instance of the Replicated Mail Server knows that all the servers have all the messages that are stamped with a Lamport time stamp no greater than ARU. This is also the white line of this instance.
**Min.LTS, Max.LTS** are vectors that are used after merging a partition to determine which messages require retransmission. All the messages in the semiopen range \([Min.LTS, Max.LTS]\) for each server should be retransmitted.

### 4.2 The Message Formats

The main message formats are presented in Figure 3.

**State**:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>type</th>
<th>sender</th>
<th>Last_LTS vector</th>
<th>Last_ARU vector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Update**:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>type</th>
<th>mess_id</th>
<th>sender</th>
<th>lts</th>
<th>aru</th>
<th>data len</th>
<th>data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

piggybacked information

**Client**:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>type</th>
<th>client</th>
<th>data len</th>
<th>data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Fig.3. The Message Formats

### 4.3 Event Handling

There are seven events that the mail server accepts. The events correspond to the reception of messages of the following seven types: Membership change message from Transis, State message from another server, Update message from another server, Send-mail, Read-mail, Delete-mail and Query-mail messages from a client. The mail server is an event-driven program that invokes an event handling routine.

\(^1\) \textit{Max.LTS} is included but \textit{Min.LTS} is not
Membership change message from Transis
The mail server identifies the other mail servers in its current configuration. If new members joined the servers' group membership, a recovery process is required. If so, the server transmits a State message containing its database state, and sets the recovery vectors as follows:

\[ \forall i \in \text{Servers}, \quad \text{MinLTS}[i] = \text{LastLTS}[i] \]
\[ \forall i \in \text{Servers}, \quad \text{MaxLTS}[i] = \text{LastLTS}[i] \]

State message from another server
The mail server updates its \text{LastARU} status vector and its recovery vectors according to the corresponding vectors in the received State message:

\[ \forall i \in \text{Servers}, \quad \text{LastARU}[i] = \max(\text{LastARU}[i], \text{message.LastARU}[i]) \]
\[ \forall i \in \text{Servers}, \quad \text{MinLTS}[i] = \min(\text{MinLTS}[i], \text{message.LastLTS}[i]) \]
\[ \forall i \in \text{Servers}, \quad \text{MaxLTS}[i] = \max(\text{MaxLTS}[i], \text{message.LastLTS}[i]) \]

When updating the \text{LastARU} vector, the mail server updates its knowledge about the last message each server has received from every other server. When updating the \text{MinLTS} recovery vector, the mail server updates its knowledge about the maximal message from each server, all the servers in the \text{current} configuration have reported. When updating the \text{MaxLTS} recovery vector, the mail server updates its knowledge about the message with the highest ordinal from each server that at least one server in the \text{current} configuration holds.

After receiving a State message from each of the mail servers in the current configuration, the server computes which messages need to be retransmitted. Clearly, those messages are the messages in the range \( (\text{MinLTS}, \text{MaxLTS}) \) for each server.

Since all the servers receive exactly the same messages if they remain connected, they will reach the same conclusion. Based on the fact that they all know the state of each of them prior to the recovery, they can determine, without additional messages, which server will retransmit which messages, and when this retransmission will take place.

The algorithm guarantees that when mail server \( p \) receives a message which was initiated by mail server \( q \), then \( p \) already has all \( q \)'s previous messages.

Update message from a server
An update message is triggered by Send-mail, Read-mail and Delete-mail requests, invoked by clients. Upon receiving an Update message from a mail server, the server updates the sender server's entry in the \text{LastLTS} and \text{LastARU} vectors as follows:
if \( \text{Last.LTS}[\text{message.sender}] \leq \text{message.Lts} \) 
then \( \text{Last.LTS}[\text{message.sender}] = \text{message.Lts} \);

if \( \text{Last.ARU}[\text{message.sender}] \leq \text{message.aru} \) 
then \( \text{Last.ARU}[\text{message.sender}] = \text{message.aru} \);

The server also tries to advance the red, green and white lines.

- The red line is advanced if the \( \text{Lts} \) field on this message is higher than the current \( \text{LTS} \) variable. In that case

  \[ \text{LTS} = \text{message.Lts}. \]

- The green line is advanced if the sending server's entry in \( \text{Last.LTS} \) was lower than any other entry in \( \text{Last.LTS} \), and was increased. In that case

  \[ \text{Last.ARU}[\text{Server.ID}] = \min_{i \in \text{Servers}} (\text{Last.LTS}[i]). \]

- The white line is advanced if the sending server's entry in \( \text{Last.ARU} \) was lower than any other entry in \( \text{Last.ARU} \), and was increased. In that case

  \[ \text{ARU} = \min_{i \in \text{Servers}} (\text{Last.ARU}[i]). \]

After the white line is advanced, all the update messages in the List which are below the white line can be discarded. This can be done because the server knows that all other servers have those update messages and they will never be requested.

The update message is then inserted into the List in memory and on disk according to its message id. If it is an update about read-mail or delete-mail requests, the target message's state is also updated in memory and on disk. For example, if an update message is received for a delete-mail request, then that update message is inserted to the List. In addition, the mail that was deleted is marked as deleted in the List.

Send-mail, Read-mail and Delete-mail messages from a client
The server checks the validity and permissions of the request. Only non-deleted messages can be read. If it is the first time a message is read or the first time it is deleted, the server creates an update message which corresponds to the request and transmits it to the servers via Transis. If the request was a valid Read-mail request, it also retrieves the mail message and sends it to the client.

It is important to emphasize that those events do not change the state of the database. Only the corresponding update message will cause a change when invoked.
Query-mail message from a client
The server retrieves the identifiers of messages that were sent to the client and reside in the database of this server. The server then sends an answer message containing these identifiers and a field for each message to indicate whether this message is a new message or whether this message was already read by this client.

5 A Comparison with Other Methods

We now present a comparison of our solution with other possible strategies. First, we discuss strategies that do not use Transis, and instead use a standard transport layer such as TCP/IP. Next, we discuss several solutions that utilize Transis as a transport layer, with different levels of knowledge about the membership.

Centralized Server
This is the usual solution in which one server manages one copy of the mail database. The advantage is that there is no overhead to maintain consistency, the solution is simple and straightforward.

The solution has several drawbacks. If the mail server is not working, or if the computer which hosts the mail server does not function properly or is not connected to the client's computer, then the client can neither send new mail nor read its mail. In some systems this may lead to storing the message in a secondary mail system, where the client is not aware of it.

One Server With Several NFS Copies
A way to overcome some of the problems in the centralized solution, is to have a centralized server which manages several copies of the mail database in different computers over the network, using NFS. Here also there is no communication overhead to maintain consistency. The problem is that the server needs to maintain tedious bookkeeping of separate copies, when network partitions may occur. Furthermore, two inconsistent copies can be found in one partition when the server is in another partition or is not working.

In this solution, the client can send mail only if it is connected to the server. The client can read mail if it has a connection to one of the NFS replica.

Replicated Servers
A natural way to replicate the service is to use two-phase commit as in distributed databases. This is completely unacceptable in a mail application due to the blocking characteristic of two-phase commit. Therefore, a nonblocking strategy, similar to the solution presented in this paper may be preferable. The problem is, that without a Transis-like transport layer, upper level protocols need to support three major properties: multicasting, message ordering and membership management. When utilizing a point-to-point transport layer such as TCP/IP, it is difficult to synchronize the membership changes with ordered message delivery.
and to ensure that the configuration view is consistent among all the members of the configuration. It is even more resource demanding when done by upper-level protocols.

A way to solve the problem when using point-to-point transport protocols is to implement stable queues between pairs of servers. This scheme is efficient if the responsibility of each server is limited to disseminating its own messages. Thus, a message initiated at server $p$ will reach server $q$, only if server $p$ was connected to server $q$. When the requirements are enhanced (as in this paper), managing stable queues efficiently is even more complicated.

**Using Transis** Transis provides an efficient and reliable multicast service for ordered messages, combined and synchronized with membership services, in an asynchronous environment. By using Transis, we can base our solution on the agreement reached among the processors about the ordering of messages and membership events. The application layer (the mail server in this case) obtains the needed information about membership and message events without going down to the data-link or network levels. The server layer has only to maintain state consistency and to recover histories.

We have investigated several methods of maintaining state consistency and recovering history. The methods differ in the level of knowledge about the membership events. The first method assumes no knowledge about membership events, the second assumes obtaining the membership events without history tracking of membership configurations, and the third method presented in this paper assumes full knowledge about membership events in the system (i.e., each server knows which servers participated in its previous membership and which participate in its current membership).

When there is no information about membership changes, missing messages may be tracked as follows. Messages include piggybacked information about preceding messages. Upon receiving messages that follow missing messages, the server discovers that certain messages are missing, and requests for retransmission. This is similar to other lower-level algorithms such as the Trans algorithm [17], the Sync algorithm [18], and in Transis [2]. Recovery of messages, after partitions are remerged, occurs only if new messages are generated. This is a major drawback because it creates the necessity to initiate new messages from time to time. Long timeouts lead to inconsistent views among servers in the same partition. Short timeouts lead to network flooding.

When there is no history tracking of membership configurations, the algorithm presented in this paper will work with the exception that the server must initiate the recovery process each time the membership is changed. The method fully exploits the available membership information received from Transis. Thus, the recovery process takes place only when new members join the membership,
6 Conclusions

The paper presents the development of a highly available and reliable distributed application in the Transis environment. There is an ongoing debate about the usefulness of a reliable membership and message ordering service. The application we chose is a typical application in a distributed system although many other applications exist. The experience we have gained is that having a reliable transport layer drastically simplifies the development process of a replicated application.

The application presented above was assigned as the final project in a Distributed Algorithms course, taught in Fall 1992, at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. The various solutions presented above cover some of the projects developed during the course. The solution described in the paper was based on a more general replicated transaction tool developed by the authors.

In this solution, Transis takes care of the transport and lower layers responsibilities, such as message dissemination, sending acknowledgments, flow control and membership changes detection. When using Transis, rather than point-to-point mechanisms, it is easy to synchronize the membership changes with ordered message delivery. The only part left to the upper layer protocol is the recovery of the history of events after a join or a processor recovery, and the global ordering of those events. This part is not an integral part of the transport layer and may vary for different applications.

Studying the various alternative solutions to the problem we realized that different teams chose to make different use of the services offered by the lower layer. Some have, unintentionally, duplicated part of the service offered by the lower layer. We discovered that projects that make better use of the transport layer services tend to be simpler and smaller.
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